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a b s t r a c t
Background: Health effects associated with air pollution are typically evaluated using a single pollutant approach,
yet people are exposed to mixtures consisting of multiple pollutants that may have independent or combined
effects on human health. Development of exposure metrics that represent the multipollutant environment is
important to understand the impact of ambient air pollution on human health.
Objectives: We reviewed existing multipollutant exposure metrics to evaluate how they can be applied to understand associations between air pollution and health effects.
Methods: We conducted a literature search using both targeted search terms and a relational search in Web of
Science and PubMed in April and December 2013. We focused on exposure metrics that are constructed from
ambient pollutant concentrations and can be broadly applied to evaluate air pollution health effects.
Results: Multipollutant exposure metrics were identiﬁed in 57 eligible studies. Metrics reviewed can be categorized into broad pollutant grouping paradigms based on: 1) source emissions and atmospheric processes or
2) common health outcomes.
Discussion: When comparing metrics, it is apparent that no universal exposure metric exists; each type of metric
addresses different research questions and provides unique information on human health effects. Key limitations
of these metrics include the balance between complexity and simplicity as well as the lack of an existing “gold
standard” for multipollutant health effects and exposure.
Conclusions: Future work on characterizing multipollutant exposure error and joint effects will inform development of improved multipollutant metrics to advance air pollution health effects research and human health risk
assessment.
© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Studies examining health effects associated with air pollution traditionally consider responses to individual pollutants, such as ozone (O3),
ﬁne particulate matter (PM2.5), and nitrogen dioxide (NO2). Results of
these single pollutant studies form the basis for air quality standards
in the United States intended to protect public health with an adequate
margin of safety under the Clean Air Act (U.S. Code, 1970). In reality,
people are exposed to a combination of pollutants simultaneously, and
there is uncertainty whether these pollutants act independently or in
combination (in an additive, synergistic, antagonistic, or interactive
manner) to affect human health. These combined effects of pollutant
mixtures are likely not accounted for in traditional single pollutant
health studies. Therefore, the scientiﬁc community has urged the extension of the current single pollutant risk assessment and risk management approach to account for multiple pollutants (Dominici et al.,
2010; Hidy and Pennell, 2010; Johns et al., 2012; Mauderly et al.,
2010; National Research Council, 2004).
Different approaches have been used to characterize independent
and multipollutant exposures in epidemiologic analyses. In the past, epidemiologic studies have used co-pollutant models (e.g., including two
pollutants as independent variables) to estimate health effects of single
pollutants while adjusting for the concentration of additional pollutants
(e.g., Tolbert et al., 2007). More recent studies, however, have developed and applied different types of multipollutant metrics (i.e., combining multiple pollutants into one variable) to represent exposure to
various pollutant mixtures related to source emissions and/or speciﬁc
classes of toxic pollutants. These metrics not only have the potential
for providing a robust representation of multipollutant mixtures, they
also reduce variable dimensions in an epidemiologic analysis that in
turn can decrease effect estimate uncertainty that stems from the use
of highly correlated, single pollutant exposure variables. While the development of multipollutant exposure metrics is possible, representing
the multipollutant environment has been difﬁcult considering that various pollutants are measured with different averaging times, units of
measurement, and uncertainties. Furthermore, limited analysis exists
on determining whether or not these advanced, multipollutant metrics
capture the complex temporal or spatial patterns of personal or
community-based exposure.
As multipollutant science continues to progress, it is important to
identify metrics that are currently available and reveal research gaps.
This article reviews existing approaches for estimating health effects of
multipollutant exposure. Strengths and limitations for each approach
are discussed, with attention to which approaches may be appropriate
for speciﬁc aspects of multipollutant air quality health effects
assessment.
2. Methodology
2.1. Study criteria
In this study, we identiﬁed and characterized different multipollutant
exposure metrics used to study air pollution health effects in epidemiology and toxicology studies. We also reviewed other air quality tools, such
as air quality indexes, which have utilized multipollutant approaches
that can be used to inform future development of exposure metrics for
use in health studies. We focused on studies that met the following
criteria:
1) Focused on the development or application of a metric used to represent exposure to ambient air pollution
2) Included a metric that is constructed from ambient pollutant
concentrations
3) Presented original data (i.e., excludes review articles)
4) Introduced a metric that has the potential for broad-scale application
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Based on these criteria, we excluded studies that used multipollutant
tools for characterizing air quality without considering an exposure or
health effect aspect, and thus did not include source apportionment
studies without a health or exposure component. Studies that focused
on indoor or occupational air quality were excluded. We also excluded
studies that used an individual pollutant as a larger indicator of a
multipollutant mixture; examples include PM2.5 as a multipollutant indicator for particle components or O3 as a representative photochemical
oxidant. Metrics that were constructed without using ambient air pollution concentrations were excluded; examples include GIS-based metrics
such as location-speciﬁc annual average daily trafﬁc counts (AADT) used
to represent exposure to trafﬁc pollution. Last, we only reviewed metrics
that showed the potential for application to health studies in diverse
contexts, rather than metrics developed for a speciﬁc location or
situation.
2.2. Systematic review process
A comprehensive, systematic literature search following the
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis
(PRISMA) paradigm (Moher et al., 2009) was used to identify eligible
studies/metrics to review. The PRISMA approach is a multi-stage
screening process aimed at improving the transparency of reporting in
scientiﬁc reviews. Fig. 1 displays the step-by-step systematic review approach used for assessing the eligibility of exposure metric studies. The
ﬁrst step of our systematic review involved an initial broad literature
search within Web of Science and PubMed databases in April 2013
followed by an updated search in December 2013. The following search
strings were used in 1) Web of Science (WOS) and 2) PubMed to identify studies relevant to multipollutant exposure and health effects.
1) Web of Science search string: (((TS = “multipollut*” OR TS =
“multi-pollut*” OR TS = “apportion*”) AND (TS = “air” OR TS =
“ambient”) AND TS = “health”) OR (TS = “air quality index” OR
TS = “air pollution index”)) = 829 references.
2) PubMed search string: (((multipollut* OR multi-pollut* OR apportion*) AND (air OR ambient) AND health) OR (“air quality index”
OR “air pollution index”)) = 390 references.
A total of 1219 studies were identiﬁed in the broad literature search.
Overlapping studies identiﬁed in both WOS and PubMed literature
searches were de-duplicated by removing one record from the original
1219 articles. An initial screening process was conducted on each article
to select studies that met the review criteria (previously listed) based on
article title and abstract. Following the initial screen, the remaining 108
articles were subjected to a full text screen to eliminate any irrelevant
articles. Fourteen additional articles were identiﬁed independently outside of the search (e.g., either cited within a considered article or identiﬁed in presentations) and were included in the review. Based on our
broad literature search and additional independent efforts to identify
articles, a total of 53 studies were deemed eligible to review.
A relational search was also conducted to identify potentially relevant articles not found by the broad literature search. In the relational
search, a computer algorithm retrieved all articles in WOS that cited
any of the 53 eligible studies (either identiﬁed independently or in
the broad literature search). These articles were ranked by how many
of the 53 studies they cited, on the assumption that articles citing several studies were more likely to be relevant than articles citing only one
study of the initial 53. References frequently citing the 53 eligible articles were subjected to initial and full text screens, similar to the
approach used in the broad literature search. The algorithm was only
applied to WOS, since PubMed does not provide the citation data needed for the algorithm. Three additional studies met the criteria using this
search approach. Additionally, one study was identiﬁed during the
peer-review process, resulting in a total of 57 articles reviewed in this
paper. Additional information on “considered” and “cited” articles in
this review can be found on the Health & Environmental Research
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Broad Search
Web of Science and PubMed: [multipollut* OR multi-pollut* OR apportion*] AND [air OR
ambient] AND [health] OR [air qulaity index OR air pollution index] December 2013
n=1219

Title and Abstract Screen: 1111 studies excluded
• No health or exposure component
• Non-Ambient, indoor air quality, occupational study
• Review
• Pollutant concentrations not quantified (e.g. GIS metrics)
• Duplicate study found in different searches

108 studies considered
Full Text Screen: 69 studies excluded
• No broad scale application: study identified only
applicable to specific locations or scenarios

53 studies (39 from broad search + 14 found independently)
• Studies passed all the above criteria

Relational Search: 3 extra studies + 1 after peer-review

• Relevant studies frequently cited by 53 studies

57 eligible studies

Fig. 1. Summary of literature search and review process.

Online (HERO) website (http://hero.epa.gov/index.cfm?action=
litﬂow.viewProject&project_id=2306). HERO is an online database
used by the National Center for Environmental Assessment at the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency to document literature search protocols for environmental chemical assessments and peer-reviewed journal publications.

3. Results
A variety of strategies for grouping pollutants into a multipollutant
metric have been outlined in previous review papers (Hidy and
Pennell, 2010; Mauderly et al., 2010). Pollutants can be grouped based
on biological and/or chemical reactivity, common sources, joint atmospheric processing, and/or health effects. Conceptually, different grouping approaches apply to different scientiﬁc contexts (e.g., intervention,
accountability, or epidemiology). Intervention and accountability studies are concerned with comparing different scenarios linked to changes
in pollution levels, so grouping pollutants by sources may be more
appropriate. Alternatively, epidemiologic studies are concerned with
characterizing the relationship between exposure and health outcomes.
Grouping by pollutant properties can target speciﬁc biological mechanisms associated with common health outcomes (e.g., cardiovascular
effects).
Exposure metrics reviewed in this study are separated into two
broad grouping paradigms based on 1) source emissions and atmospheric processes or 2) common health outcomes. For each metric, we
initially discuss how it has been used in air quality or health analyses
followed by a discussion of strengths and limitations. Table 1 broadly
summarizes the concept, advantages, and disadvantages of each type
of metric reviewed in this paper. Additionally, a table with details of
key features from each study reviewed is included in the Supplemental
information (Table S1).

3.1. Metrics based on source emissions or atmospheric processes
A signiﬁcant portion of multipollutant research has focused on
grouping pollutants based on their temporal patterns (e.g., atmospheric
co-variance). This approach is predominantly used to estimate exposure
to speciﬁc sources or atmospheric mixtures, assuming that pollutants
with similar temporal proﬁles are co-emitted by common sources or
undergo similar chemical and physical processes in the atmosphere.
From an environmental management perspective, this approach can
help identify important sources and mixtures which in turn assist the
development of appropriate control strategies for air pollution mitigation. Several source-related metrics are available with varying levels of
complexity, ranging from single pollutant marker species to more
sophisticated multipollutant factors, clusters, or indicators. Ideally, a
source-related metric should capture the spatiotemporal trends of a
subset of pollutants within the source mixture.

3.1.1. Marker species
The use of single pollutant concentrations (i.e., marker species) from
a central site monitor is the most basic way to represent exposure to
source-related pollution. Numerous health studies have used marker
species to estimate the exposures associated with major sources in
urban areas, including vehicular trafﬁc, coal-ﬁred power plants, and
crustal sources. An example of a typical marker species is nitrogen dioxide (NO2) for trafﬁc pollution. NO2 is generally considered a robust
marker, because it typically correlates well with the variability of trafﬁc
activity and concentrations of other constituents within the trafﬁc mixture (Brook et al., 2007; Levy et al., 2014).
Though marker species provide adequate representation of sources
in some cases, they can often oversimplify true exposure due to several
limitations. First, a marker can be emitted by several sources within a
sampling area and may not be speciﬁc to a sole source (Grahame and

Table 1
Available multipollutant exposure metrics.
Concept

Advantages

Disadvantages

Studies

Marker species

Using a single pollutant as a tracer or
marker of a source

• Simplistic representation of sources
• Collinearity among single pollutants

Numerous (not
reviewed in detail)

Source
apportionment
techniques

Groups pollutants based on their
co-variability using statistical techniques
or chemical transport models

• Does not require advanced calculations
• Relatively low uncertainty (only
measurement error included)
• Can estimate quantitative source
contribution
• Useful for air quality management due
to source quantiﬁcation

• Analytical subjectivity

Numerous, see review
by Stanek et al. (2011)

Temporal or spatial
clustering

Groups days or sites with similar pollutant
mixtures using statistical technique

• Capable of assessing the entire mixture

Emission-based
indicators

Weighted, normalized sum of sourcerelated pollution

Intake fraction

Ratio of pollutant mass inhaled to mass
emitted; can be indicator of exposure/dose
to source

• Can estimate source contribution
• Useful for air quality management due
to source quantiﬁcation
• Easy to calculate
• Can address changes in exposure due
to emissions reduction

Pollutant property
groupings

Groups pollutant based on speciﬁc
chemical properties

Mode of action

Groups pollutant based by common
endpoint or key intermediate event

Health outcomebased metrics

Two pollutant mixture that best explain
the association with health effects

Risk-based
metrics

Air quality index that combines pollutants
concentrations with direct or implicit
epidemiologic data

• Can address biological or chemical
plausibility (i.e. mode of action
pathways)
• Can address joint effects of pollutant
mixture
• Can address biological plausibility
• Address health impacts of a certain
mixture
• Integrates health data
• Integrates health data directly
(epidemiologic results) or implicitly
(through benchmark concentration
values)

• Requires advanced models
• Result instability
• Can require a-priori knowledge
• Analytical subjectivity
• Requires advanced models
• Requires a-priori knowledge
• Only provides qualitative estimates
• Large uncertainties with emission inventories

Austin et al. (2012)
Gu et al. (2012)
Austin et al. (2013)
Pachon et al. (2012)

• Subject to uncertainties with model
emissions and breathing rates

Bennett et al.
(2002a,b)
Levy et al. (2003)
Greco et al. (2007)

• Collinearity between the pollutants within
the same class may be a problem
• May not be related to exposure
• Collinearity among pollutants within the
same class
• May not be related for exposure
• Use of p-value to determine the best
mixture

Suh et al. (2011)
Meng et al. (2013)

• Assumes an additive approach
• Does not account for changes in PM
composition

Ankely et al. (2010)

Pachon et al. (2012)
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Metric

Stieb et al. (2005)
Cairncross et al. (2007)
Sicard et al. (2011)
To et al. (2013)
Swamee and Tyagi
(1999)
Kyrkilis et al. (2007)
Plaia et al. (2013)
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Hidy, 2004). Second, marker species may be highly reactive in the atmosphere and have complex spatial variability so that the variability of
more stable pollutants within the source mixture is not captured. Such
is the case with levoglucosan (a common marker for wood smoke
burning) which is moderately reactive in the atmosphere and can be
removed quickly from a pollutant mixture. Last, markers cannot address
collinearity issues within health models, since pollutants are not combined to construct the metric.
3.1.2. Statistical techniques used to group pollutants
Recognizing the limitations of markers, a number of studies developed metrics that rely on statistical techniques to group multiple
pollutants to represent a source-related mixture. In contrast to
markers, multipollutant metrics can reduce the dimensionality of
concentration and exposure data associated with the multipollutant
environment which in turn reduces collinearity issues in health
models.
3.1.2.1. Source apportionment metrics. Source apportionment has been
the most widely used statistical technique to estimate exposure to air
pollution sources. This technique uses mathematical relationships to
identify related pollutant mixtures and quantify their impact on air
quality. In particular, source apportionment combines pollutants with
similar temporal patterns, resulting in a smaller set of composite orthogonal factors. By comparing components of the factors with known
source proﬁles, the factors can frequently be used as surrogates for
source-related contributions to exposure. Using these techniques, studies have observed associations between sources of air pollution and several health effects, including mortality, (Ito et al., 2006; Laden et al.,
2000; Mar et al., 2000; Ozkaynak and Thurston, 1987; Thurston et al.,
2005) cardiovascular and respiratory endpoints (Andersen et al.,
2007; Lanki et al., 2006; Ostro et al., 2011; Sarnat et al., 2008), lung function decrements (Penttinen et al., 2006), low birth weight (Bell et al.,
2010), and toxicological endpoints (Duvall et al., 2008; Maciejczyk
et al., 2010; Seagrave et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2008). More details on
source apportionment results in air pollution health studies are reported by Stanek et al. (2011).
Several different receptor models exist for source apportionment
analysis, each of which yields different results and requires various
levels of input data. Basic receptor models, such as principal component
analysis (PCA), only provide qualitative information on source categories, which limits their utility in a health study. More advanced receptor
models, such as absolute PCA, positive matrix factorization (PMF), and
chemical mass balance (CMB) techniques, are capable of estimating
source contributions, thus, can inform investigators of the health effects
due to speciﬁc concentration increments. CMB techniques and PMF
require various levels of a-priori knowledge on chemical sources or
measurement uncertainties, respectively. Other differences among
techniques include the number of samples and the type of pollutants
used as model input, which are discussed in detail by Billionnet et al.
(2012). Though each technique clearly has strengths, the selection of
the technique largely depends on available a-priori information and
desired output.
Source apportionment can also be conducted using a chemical transport model (CTM), such as the Community Multiscale Air Quality
(CMAQ) model and the Comprehensive Air Quality Model with Extensions (CAMx), which simulate pollutant concentrations over space and
time. Using these models, source impacts can be quantiﬁed based on
emissions associated with a particular source sector (Park et al., 2013).
For example, a CTM can be initially run including the source category
followed by another run removing the source; the difference between
the two model runs is equivalent to the mass attributed to the source.
Fann et al. (2013) used a CTM (CAMx) and a health model to indentify
sources of PM2.5 and O3 related to total mortality across the United
States during the years 2005 and 2016. They concluded that the number
of deaths associated with power plants and mobile sources decreased

over the study period (2005–2016). An advantage of using CTMs for
source apportionment rather than a receptor model is that source impacts can be estimated across a wide spatial area with ﬁnescale resolution (e.g., 4 km × 4 km spatial resolution over regional or nationwide
areas), whereas estimates from receptor models (PCA, factor analysis
(FA), CMB, PMF) are restricted to the sites from which monitoring
data are available.
Since many approaches exist for developing source apportionment
metrics, consistency among different techniques has been an area of
active research (Hopke et al., 2006; Ito et al., 2006; Thurston et al.,
2005; Viana et al., 2008). In studies comparing different receptor
models, speciﬁcally PCA, FA, and PMF techniques, similar sources (and
their corresponding mass) are generally identiﬁed when the same
pollutant dataset is used (e.g., similar pollutant species from a similar
location) (Hopke et al., 2006; Thurston et al., 2005). Among the same receptor models, consistency has also been observed in health effect estimates for similar sources. Another study by Park et al. (2013) compared
source impacts estimated by a receptor model (CMB) and CTM-based
technique (CMAQ), which demonstrated relative consistency in source
impacts between the two techniques on long temporal scales (weeks
to months) and larger differences when estimating sources on a daily
basis. While the literature indicates that source apportionment results
generally identify similar sources, suggesting they are robust regardless
of the technique employed, challenges still remain in identifying and estimating several major sources, including gasoline/diesel motor vehicle
and industrial sources (Hopke et al., 2006; Sarnat et al., 2008; Viana
et al., 2008).
Despite the widespread application of source apportionment by
receptor models and CTMs, this technique is often criticized, because results can be subjective and unstable. Source apportionment results from
receptor models are sensitive to analytical speciﬁcations, such as the
number of resolved factors and pollutant input species, which are determined by the investigator (Callen et al., 2013; Xie et al., 2012a,b).
Assigning source names to factors (resolved by receptor models) is
also a decision by the investigator, who often uses key marker species
within the factor to ﬁngerprint sources. Results of receptor modeling
analysis can also be unstable, often resulting in aberrant temporal variability in source contributions and signiﬁcant levels of residual pollutant
mass. In contrast, source apportionment by CTMs can lead to less daily
variation that does not necessarily compare well with measurement
data, but can provide spatially-resolved source impacts (Marmur et al.,
2006; Park et al., 2013). To address large differences observed among
different techniques, ensemble-trained apportionment techniques
have been developed that merge results of several source apportionment methods (including CMB, PMF, and CTM-based methods) yielding
average source factors (Lee et al., 2009). These factors have reasonable
day-to-day variability and less uncertainty than factors from an individual source apportionment technique (Balachandran et al., 2012; Lee
et al., 2009); however, ensemble-trained techniques require signiﬁcant
computational power and expertise.
3.1.2.2. Temporal and spatial clustering metrics. Cluster analysis is another
statistical approach used to group pollutants based on atmospheric
co-variance. In this approach, pollutant concentrations from a central site are decomposed into a series of distinct clusters. Each cluster
serves as a categorical assignment that represents characteristics of a
multipollutant mixture.
There are two ways cluster analysis has been applied to air quality
data. Temporal clustering creates groups of days (or other time periods)
with similar concentration proﬁles, assigning a category to each day.
This categorical assignment can be used as an effect modiﬁer in a
health study to evaluate how effects of an individual pollutant (e.g.,
PM) vary on days with different multipollutant proﬁles. Alternatively, spatial clustering is used to classify geographical locations with
similar multipollutant proﬁles. Spatial clusters can be used in conjunction with other health effect measures (e.g., risk ratios or
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conﬁdence intervals) to compare the health effects of mixtures in
different areas.
Few studies have employed clustering techniques in air quality and
health studies. Austin et al. (2012) used k-means partitioning and hierarchical clustering to identify different PM mixtures in a dataset from
Boston, MA. Hierarchical clustering was used to efﬁciently identify
start values for the k-means algorithm. This clustering approach yields
tiered results with the highest tier corresponding to the least number
of clusters (to separate the data) and the lowest tier corresponding to
the highest number of clusters. Elemental ratios, weather patterns,
seasonal trends and particle size characteristics were used to determine the air mass origin and sources associated with each cluster.
Gu et al. (2012) also performed temporal clustering to separate 96
pollutant-related variables, including different physical aspects of
PM (e.g., size regimes, number concentrations, surface area characteristics) and PM chemical components, into clusters using a dataset
from Augsburg, Germany.
A spatial clustering framework was developed by Austin et al.
(2013) in a study investigating long-term spatial heterogeneity in
PM2.5 composition across the United States. In this study, different
PM2.5 components were averaged over a 5-year period at individual
sites across the U.S. for a total of 109 monitoring sites. Sites with similar
chemical proﬁles of PM2.5 components (determined by X-ray ﬂuorescence and ion chromatography) were grouped together. Common
−
pollutant enrichment factors (EC/OC, Ni/V, SO2−
4 /NO3 , and Fe/S) were
estimated at each site and used to validate and explain the rationale
for different sampling site clusters. Using k-means clustering, thirtyone distinct clusters were identiﬁed corresponding to different PM2.5
multipollutant proﬁles across the monitoring sites. Of the 31 spatial
clusters, 21 clusters contained at least 2 monitoring sites. The distinct
clusters were broadly separated into four groups representing different
regional pollutant airsheds.
Compared to source apportionment, clustering may provide a more
holistic approach to evaluating health risk associated with mixtures. For
example, temporal clustering classiﬁes days with different multipollutant
mixtures, which include a multitude of sources within the mixture. This
type of analysis allows for the evaluation of synergistic effects associated
with the entire multipollutant mixture. Such evaluation is different than
the capabilities of source apportionment techniques, which only allow
for the assessment of effects of an individual pollutant source.
Clustering techniques, however, are also subject to limitations that
inﬂuence their utility in a health study. Like source apportionment, clustering results are inﬂuenced by the number of resulting clusters and the
available dataset, which are both determined by the investigator. To
reduce subjectivity, previous studies provided a systematic approach
employing hierarchical clustering for determining cluster number.
However, further research is necessary to validate this approach.
Furthermore, unlike statistical multipollutant approaches (e.g., source
apportionment techniques) which yield quantitative metrics that can
be used as an independent variable in a health study, cluster analysis
produces discrete categories of pollutant mixtures that lend themselves to effect modiﬁcation or stratiﬁed analyses. However, the potential for clusters to be used as an independent variable has yet to be
explored.

3.1.3. Grouping pollutants by emissions
3.1.3.1. Emission-based indicators. Emission-based indicators also
group pollutants by source, but utilize information from emission inventories, such as the National Emissions Inventory developed by the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, rather than a statistically-based
approach. Pachon et al. (2012) developed an emission-based indicator
to represent exposure to mobile sources in Atlanta, GA by combining
ambient concentrations of multiple trafﬁc-related pollutants (NOX, CO,
and EC) with their annual emissions. Eq. (1) shows how Pachon et al.
(2012) calculated mobile source indicators by using daily normalized
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concentration (C′) and emissions (Ex) of each pollutant.

IMSIEB

EEC;mobile
ENOx;mobile
ECO;mobile
0
0
0
 CEC þ
 CNOx þ
 CCO
EEC;total
ENOx;total
ECO;total
¼
EEC;mobile ENOx;mobile ECO;mobile
þ
þ
EEC;total
ENOx;total
ECO;total

ð1Þ

Speciﬁcally, to group pollutants of varying magnitude, pollutant
concentrations are normalized by their standard deviation and then
weighted by their emissions derived from several databases and modeling tools (e.g., U.S. EPA National Emissions Inventory and Motor Vehicle
Emissions Simulator (MOVES)). The weight of each pollutant corresponds to the fraction of emissions attributed to mobile sources.
As a part of the Pachon et al. (2012) study, multiple single pollutant
markers (NOX, CO, and EC), emission-based indicators, and source
apportionment factors were evaluated as trafﬁc surrogates. Results
showed that emission-based indicators captured trafﬁc trends during
sampling periods when non-mobile sources (e.g., biomass burning)
dominated urban air quality. Compared to single pollutant markers,
emission-based indicators were more spatially correlated across an
urban area, indicating that these metrics capture the spatial pattern of
trafﬁc over a large geographical area better than single pollutants
derived from multiple sources, including non-trafﬁc sources. In most
cases, the emission-based indicators were also more strongly associated
with cardiovascular endpoints in an epidemiologic analysis (Pachon
et al., 2012).
Advantages of these indicators include ease of construction and the
potential for improved accessibility compared to other source-related
multipollutant metrics that require complex modeling and large pollutant input datasets, such as source apportionment. In addition, interpretation of emission-based indicators is more straightforward since data
from speciﬁc sources are directly linked to pollutant concentrations by
emissions. However, these indicators are often constrained by uncertainties in emissions inventories, especially when source emissions are
erroneously reported or are highly variable across time and space.
3.1.3.2. Intake fractions. Intake fractions also use emission information, and have primarily been used as an indicator of exposure to a speciﬁc source. Intake fractions have been used for primary (Lobscheid
et al., 2012; Marshall et al., 2005) and secondary pollutants (Greco
et al., 2007; Levy et al., 2003); inhalation and other intake pathways
such as ingestion (Bennett et al., 2002a); and for varied sources such
as motor vehicles (Marshall et al., 2006), power plants (Levy et al.,
2003), and dry cleaners (Evans et al., 2000).
The intake fraction (iF) is a dimensionless value that describes the
emission-to-exposure relationship. It is deﬁned as the fraction of a pollutant (or its precursor) emitted from a source category (e.g., mobile
sources, power plants, and reﬁneries) that is inhaled by a speciﬁed
population during a given time (Bennett et al., 2002b). A generalized
equation for the intake fraction is presented below (Greco et al., 2007;
Marshall and Nazaroff, 2007).
iF j ¼

mass inhaled
mass emitted

ð2Þ

where iFj is the intake fraction at location j. The “mass inhaled” is equivalent to the pollutant mass coming from the source emissions and
inhaled by the exposed population. The “mass emitted” is equal to the
mass of pollutant emitted from a source.
Intake fraction depends primarily on three types of parameters:
those that inﬂuence dilution, such as meteorology; those that reﬂect
the proximity of people to the source, such as population density; and
those that represent persistence of a pollutant in the atmosphere, such
as particle size (Marshall and Nazaroff, 2007). These parameters can
be measured or modeled. Measurement methods have included tracer
gas experiments where chemical compounds are purposely released
and measured to act as a ﬁngerprint for a particular source (Marshall
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and Nazaroff, 2007). Modeling methods range from simple, onecompartment models that combine meteorological (e.g., wind speed
and mixing height), demographic, and land area data (Marshall et al.,
2005) to complex dispersion models (Greco et al., 2007; Levy et al.,
2003).
An advantage of intake fraction is that it can be applied not only to
individual pollutants but to groups of pollutants. If two pollutants are
emitted from the same source and have similar fate and transport characteristics, then the intake fraction of both pollutants is the same, even if
their chemical composition and mass emission rates differ (Marshall
and Nazaroff, 2007). Intake fraction can also vary spatially and temporally. However, it is commonly calculated as an annual average or for
a lifetime, and the spatial variability depends on the availability of
spatially-resolved emissions data. The intake fraction is also subject to
model uncertainties from the emissions data and assumptions about
breathing rates. While the intake fraction cannot be speciﬁcally used
as an independent variable for epidemiological studies, it can quantify
a population's risk and provide useful information on the advantages
or disadvantages of different policies and/or scenarios (e.g., emissions
reductions).
3.2 Metrics based on health effects
3.2.1 Grouping pollutants by biological or physicochemical properties. Although grouping pollutants by source provides unique insight into
source-based mixtures associated with health effects, this approach
may combine pollutants with varying toxicities, making it challenging
to evaluate the effects of more toxic groups of pollutants. Recently,
grouping pollutants by chemical properties or mode of action pathways
has been proposed to understand the toxicity of pollutants. While few
studies have used this approach, these metrics show signiﬁcant promise
for future health applications.
3.2.1.1 Chemical property-based metrics. Most multipollutant metrics
based on toxicity have combined pollutants by physicochemical properties (which may be related to biological reactivity). Suh et al. (2011)
used this approach to investigate the effect of chemical speciation of
air pollution on respiratory and cardiovascular endpoints. Over 100 pollutants were classiﬁed based on 9 chemical properties including inert,
polar, aromatic, aldehyde, alkane, acidic, combustible, transition metals,
and microcrystalline compounds. Using a hierarchical two-stage regression model, Suh et al. (2011) found that different chemical groups were
associated with different health endpoints. For example, while respiratory hospital admissions were associated with alkane particulate species, cardiovascular endpoints were associated with transition metals.
In another study, Meng et al. (2013) investigated the association
between physicochemical properties and cardiovascular disease
endpoints using quantitative ion character–activity relationships.
They obtained chemical health associations from the Comparative
Toxicogenomics Dataset (CTD) and physicochemical properties of
speciﬁc chemicals using published literature. Linear regressions were
used to explore the likelihood of a relationship between physicochemical properties and cardiovascular health endpoints. Associations were
found between reactive oxygen species-generating properties and cardiovascular endpoints.
These studies demonstrate that chemical property-based metrics are
capable of identifying pollutant classes that have speciﬁc effects that
may not have been identiﬁed using source-based approaches. This
may be important for developing regulations that target the most
toxic pollutants for human health. However, the use of this metric
may amplify exposure and effect estimate uncertainty. Pollutant groups
may be highly correlated due to similar source emissions, making it
challenging to separate the effects of a single pollutant class. Pollutant
groups may also not adequately represent true exposure. For example,
while some pollutant classes (e.g., volatile organic compounds) are
emitted by similar sources (e.g., gasoline vehicles) and probably represent exposure well, other classes (e.g., water-soluble metals) have

several diverse sources (e.g., mobile and industrial), and co-exposure
among these pollutants may not be likely.
3.2.1.2 Mode of action metrics. More recently, combining pollutants
by mode of action pathways has received some attention (Ankely
et al., 2010; National Research Council, 2004; Vinken, 2013). This approach can identify causal agents in a multipollutant mixture by linking
exposure, key biological events, and a clinical outcome. For example, altered vasomotor function is considered a key biological event in the
mode of action pathway leading to cardiovascular endpoints. Using
this approach, the combined effects of the pollutant mixture on vasomotor function can be quantiﬁed and then extrapolated to the overall
effect on the clinical outcome. Due to limited knowledge of common
air pollution biological pathways, a framework for the application of
these metrics is still under development. However, these metrics will
likely play a critical role in revealing multipollutant interactions since
other metrics cannot address such effects.
3.2.2 Health outcome-based metrics. Multipollutant outcome-based metrics have recently been developed as exposure variables in epidemiologic studies. This approach is particularly novel because it
incorporates a health effect into the metric. Pachon et al. (2012) developed a series of health-based metrics, consisting of two pollutant mixtures (e.g., NOX & EC, NOX & CO) that is an extension of the emissionbased indicator mentioned previously. The composition of the mixture
was varied using a sensitivity analysis, and the association between
the mixture and a cardiovascular endpoint was evaluated to determine
a health-based metric. Eq. (3) demonstrates how the composition of the
NOX and EC mixture was varied in the sensitivity analysis, where the
normalized concentration (C′) of each pollutant is weighted by the
alpha term, which was varied from 0 to 1 in Pachon et al. (2012). For example, an alpha value of 0.5 is equivalent to a 50:50 mixture of NOx:EC
(based on Eq. (3)). The mixture yielding the strongest association with
health effects was deﬁned as the health-based metric.
0

0

ðNOx & ECÞ ¼ α  CNOx þ ð1−α Þ  CEC

ð3Þ

Interestingly, the strongest associations with CVD were observed
when pollutants were equally weighted in a two pollutant mixture,
emphasizing that mixtures rather than single pollutants can more effectively explain health effects. However, questions remain regarding the
appropriateness of using health information to create a metric that is
then used as an explanatory variable in a health study.
3.2.3 Risk-based metrics. Another set of multipollutant metrics incorporating health information is risk communication indexes, also referred
to as air quality indexes. Although these indexes are primarily used to
communicate the potential risk associated with air quality, they can
also be used as an exposure metric in a health model and can be used
to inform the development of future exposure metrics. Currently, the
AQI (developed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency) is the primary index used to communicate air quality risk in the U.S. (www.
airnow.gov). This approach is simple and transparent, but it does not account for the potential that more than one pollutant may be contributing to health effects on a given day.
Recently, multipollutant indexes have been proposed that integrate
air pollution and health effects information, either by incorporating reference concentrations, such as air quality standards, or risk information,
such as epidemiologic effect estimates. Pollutants included in these indexes are typically the criteria pollutants, particularly PM, O3, NO2, CO,
and SO2. Air quality standards or limit values are available for these pollutants in many countries, and they are routinely included in epidemiologic analyses, so health information for these pollutants is widely
available. In addition, these pollutants are major components of air pollution mixtures in many locations and can result in similar health effects
(e.g., respiratory effects and mortality). Different multipollutant indexes
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group different pollutants based on health endpoint, location, data
availability, or sensitivity analyses.
Early proposals to create multipollutant indexes involved weighting
pollutant concentrations by scaling them to air quality standards developed to protect public health, then summing the scaled concentrations.
To avoid the potential for overstating the risk associated with low concentrations of several pollutants, some metrics have used a power sum
(e.g., root-mean-square) rather than a linear sum (Kyrkilis et al., 2007;
Swamee and Tyagi, 1999). The method has been extended to account
for variability in the composition of the pollutant mixture and to calculate metrics using data from multiple sites (Plaia et al., 2013; Ruggieri
and Plaia, 2012). Another scaled approach has recently been proposed
using satellite data for PM2.5 and NO2 instead of using monitoring data
from a limited number of sampling sites. This satellite-based approach
demonstrates the potential for constructing multipollutant metrics on
a global scale (Cooper et al., 2012).
A more direct method for incorporating health information into a
multipollutant index is to use effect estimates from epidemiologic studies. In this approach, pollutant concentrations are combined in an additive manner. Individual pollutant concentrations are weighted by their
effect estimate to quantify the percent risk for a particular health
outcome. The percent risk is summed across all pollutants to yield the
overall risk attributed to the pollutant mixture. The overall risk is
represented as a number on an arbitrary scale, where low and high
values can represent low and high risk, respectively. This results in an
epidemiology-based index that is more directly linked to a speciﬁc
health endpoint than a weighted-sum index.
An example of an epidemiology-based multipollutant index is the Air
Quality Health Index (AQHI) developed by Stieb et al. (2005, 2008),
which serves as the primary air quality index for Canada (https://
www.ec.gc.ca/cas-aqhi/default.asp?lang=En&n=065BE995-1). It is an
additive method that incorporates single pollutant mortality effect
estimates (as pollutant weightings) from a multi-city Canadian study
of associations between mortality and short-term air pollutant concentrations. The metric was originally developed for CO, NO2, O3, SO2, and
PM2.5 (Stieb et al., 2005); however, the current index includes only
NO2, O3, and either PM2.5 or PM10. CO and SO2 had less robust mortality
associations, and little difference was found between index values calculated with and without these two pollutants, so they are no longer
grouped with the other pollutants in the index. As a part of the Stieb
et al. (2008) study, a sensitivity analysis was conducted to evaluate
the appropriateness of using effect estimates derived from multiple cities
to represent pollutant-speciﬁc health impacts in individual cities across
Canada. Sensitivity analyses showed that the multi-city formulation was
in good agreement with single-city epidemiologic effect estimates (Stieb
et al., 2008). Other researchers have proposed similar multipollutant indexes using effect estimates from locally-conducted epidemiologic analyses to make the indexes more applicable to a speciﬁc area (Cairncross
et al., 2007; Sicard et al., 2011, 2012; Wong et al., 2013).
Investigators have recently demonstrated that a multipollutant
index can be used as an exposure metric in an epidemiologic model.
To et al. (2013) evaluated the association between the Canadian AQHI
and asthma morbidity. AQHI values were associated with asthma outpatient visits, emergency department visits, and hospital admissions
in Ontario during 2003–2006. Associations were more consistently observed for the AQHI than for the individual pollutants comprising the
index (NO2, O3, and PM2.5), which showed variable associations across
pollutants, health metrics, and lag days. Interestingly, although the
AQHI is based on mortality effect estimates, associations were observed
for respiratory outcomes; however, respiratory health effects have been
widely reported for all three pollutants in the index (U.S. EPA, 2009,
2013). A comparison of associations between a Canadian-style AQHI
(developed for Shanghai) and daily mortality and hospitalizations
showed that the AQHI had stronger and more signiﬁcant associations
per IQR than Shanghai's API, which is a single pollutant index (Chen
et al., 2013).
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The multipollutant air quality indexes described here rely upon several assumptions, which although reasonable, could limit their ability to
accurately represent multipollutant health risk and exposure in some
situations. First, additivity of effects is presumed, and it is not yet clear
whether non-additive interactions occur in reality. The metrics also do
not account for differences in PM composition or air pollutant mixtures
across cities. Some unknown level of uncertainty is introduced by using
single pollutant effect estimates, from studies in which people were in
fact exposed to a multipollutant mixture, to construct a metric to be
used in locations with different air pollution mixtures, both from each
other and from the mixtures in the original studies.
4. Discussion
We reviewed an extensive body of literature on multipollutant metrics that represent exposure to pollutant mixtures. These studies collectively show that pollutants can be broadly grouped into metrics based
on 1) their source emission or 2) associated health outcomes, and the
method used to group pollutants largely depends on the goal of the
air pollution study. Source-based grouping approaches (e.g., source
apportionment or emission-based indicators) are typically applied to
studies interested in identifying source emissions responsible for health
outcomes and developing air pollution mitigation strategies for environmental management. Conversely, health-based metrics are generally used in studies interested in determining pollutant joint effects or
biological pathways linking exposure to health effects. Though each
type of metric is used in vastly different research applications, both metric types are valuable and can be used to inform future multipollutant
human health risk and air quality policy assessments. Research building
upon the results of both health and source studies can reveal key trends
in mixtures and source emissions linked to human health effects. For example, while a health-based study can identify associations between a
speciﬁc class of pollutants and health effects, a source-based study can
subsequently determine the source(s) from which those pollutants
are emitted. Based on our review, it is apparent that no “one size ﬁts
all” metric exists; both source-based and health-based metrics are
equally important in evaluating air pollution health effects.
Of the existing literature on multipollutant exposure metrics, most
work has focused on the development of source-based metrics; however,
the development of health-based metrics is emerging and shows potential for future applications in epidemiologic and toxicological studies. Several different types of metrics exist that represent the quantitative and
qualitative aspects of a source mixture. Quantitative metrics, including
marker species, source apportionment factors, and emission-based indicators, can estimate source contribution and can be used in an epidemiologic study as an exposure variable, providing a concrete sense of the
effect of incremental changes in air pollution mixtures on human health.
In contrast, qualitative metrics, such as temporal or spatial clusters, provide categorical information on the chemical makeup of a pollutant mixture in different geographical areas or during different time periods, and
thus may be more useful as an effect modiﬁer in an epidemiologic
study. Fewer studies have developed metrics based on chemical properties, mode of action pathways or health effects, which reﬂects the relative
lack of knowledge on common mode of action pathways of air pollutants.
However, as toxicology and controlled human exposure studies continue
to reveal key causal pathways and combined pollutant effects, more of
these metrics will likely emerge. The use of risk communication tools,
such as the AQHI, as an exposure variable in a health study shows promise
for directly linking pollutant mixtures to health effects.
When comparing the utility of multipollutant metrics to single pollutant metrics, there was a clear tradeoff between complexity and simplicity. Multipollutant metrics provide unique insight on exposure to
mixtures and reduce variable dimensions within a health model; however, these advantages may not outweigh their limitations. In particular,
many multipollutant metrics are constructed using advanced statistical
techniques (e.g., source apportionment or clustering techniques), which
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require signiﬁcant amounts of data resources, such as data on pollutant
species, measurement uncertainty, and source proﬁles. Such data may
not be available through standard sampling networks and is difﬁcult
to obtain independently.
Multipollutant metrics also have uncertainty resulting from combining multiple pollutants with different units of measurement, measurement averaging times and measurement error, which adds additional
exposure error compared to that of single pollutant metrics. In many
studies, differential error is observed across multipollutant metrics,
and it is unclear how uncertainty is derived or how it should be
interpreted in a health study. For example, directly emitted pollutants
such as NOX and CO may show more spatial variability across an
urban area than secondary pollutants such as PM and O3. Multipollutant
metrics incorporating both primary and secondary pollutants may overstate or understate variability in true exposure to the mixture and thus
introduce exposure error into epidemiologic studies (Sarnat et al.,
2010). In addition, there is little consistency among methods used to estimate error even when the same approach is used to group pollutants.
Source apportionment techniques, for instance, use a wide array of
methods to estimate error, such as bootstrapping (for PMF) (Norris
and Vendantham, 2008) and effect variance quantiﬁcation (for CMB)
(Lee and Russell, 2007; Pachon et al., 2012), and the appropriateness
of each method is ambiguous. Therefore, in considering different metrics used to represent the multipollutant environment, researchers
should consider both the additional information used to construct the
metrics and the potential uncertainties involved.
The question remains whether multipollutant metrics provide a better explanation of air pollution health effects than other exposure metrics. Part of this uncertainty arises from the lack of health applications
for several multipollutant metrics; in addition, limitations exist in the
methods used to compare metrics. Among the studies reviewed in this
paper, a few have compared how single pollutant and multipollutant
metrics impact the magnitude and uncertainty of effect estimates in a
health study, indicating that health effect attenuation and widening of
effect uncertainty are attributed to exposure misclassiﬁcation. Despite
the fact that multipollutant metrics add valuable information on the
source and potential toxicity of a pollutant mixture, some studies
show no substantial difference in effect estimates, conﬁdence intervals,
or statistical signiﬁcance among multipollutant and single pollutant
metrics (Pachon et al., 2012; Sarnat et al., 2008). Moreover, it is neither
clear what the “true” health effect is nor does a gold standard exist for
comparison. It is plausible that using a multipollutant metric could result in effect biases compared to the use of other “less precise” pollutant
metrics that may not be as spatially or temporally representative of
“true” exposure. Additionally, while comparing effect estimates can be
used to evaluate quantitative metrics, challenges remain with assessing
multipollutant metrics studies (such as pollutant clusters) used as effect
modiﬁers in health studies.
Given the abundant interest in the health effects of air pollution mixtures, it seems clear that multipollutant science will continue to be an integral part of future air quality health effects research and human health
risk assessment. Based on our review, we identiﬁed research gaps that if
addressed can help facilitate the advancement of multipollutant science.
The ﬁrst research gap involves gaining a comprehensive understanding
of how exposure error in multipollutant metrics affects the interpretation of human health data. The existing literature on this topic is sparse
and only begins to address the complexity of the issue. While there is
no gold standard for multipollutant exposure or health effects, characterizing the general effect of single pollutant and multipollutant metrics on
the magnitude and direction of health estimates is beneﬁcial. Past analyses have utilized simulation techniques to determine the possible consequences of exposure error on health effect estimation in a single
pollutant context (Goldman et al., 2011; Zeger et al., 2000). These
techniques should be extended to account for the simultaneous errors
in multiple pollutants to inform the scientiﬁc community on how
multipollutant metrics can be used in health studies.

Another pertinent research topic is determining the actual interactive behavior of pollutants within a mixture. Most existing metrics assume an additive effect among pollutants within a mixture, such that
the effect is equal to the sum of the effect estimates of single pollutants;
however, the issue is likely more complex. Pollutants may behave in a
synergistic or antagonistic manner such that the combined health effect
is not sufﬁciently captured by an additive approach. Additional work
should be directed towards developing and evaluating metrics that
can be used to quantify pollutant combined effects. This research effort
should progress in parallel with toxicological, controlled human exposure, and panel studies targeted at addressing biological and chemical
pollutant interactions within a mixture. Addressing research questions
on exposure error and joint effects will help bridge the knowledge gap
between multipollutant exposure and human health effects.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.envint.2014.03.030.
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Table S1. Key features of 57 studies reviewed in this paper

Study

Exposure Metric Type

Key Features

Andersen et al. (2007)

Source Apportionment

Ankely et al. (2010)

Mode of Action

Austin et al. (2012)

Temporal Clustering

Austin et al. (2013)

Spatial Clustering

Balachandran et al. (2010)

Source Apportionment

Bell et. al. (2010)

Source Apportionment

Bennett et. al. (2002a)

Intake Fraction

Brook et al. (2007)

Marker Species

 Identifies key PM10 sources in urban area using source
apportionment
 Finds crustal, traffic, and biomass sources are associated
with adverse health outcomes
 Introduces and discusses the value of Mode of Action
metrics in health and toxicity studies
 Develops a method to cluster sampling days based on
physicochemical properties of PM2.5 species
 Observes five types of sampling days associated with
different PM2.5 chemical composition and weather patterns
 Introduces spatial clustering of sampling sites based on
similar PM2.5 multipollutant profiles
 Separates 109 sites across the US into 31 distinct site
clusters based on similar chemical profiles
 Evaluates ensemble-trained source apportionment
technique that combines results of multiple receptor and
chemical transport models
 Demonstrates less day-to-day variability in ensembletrained source apportionment results compared to
individual apportionment methods
 Investigates the relationship between exposure to PM2.5
sources estimated by PMF and birth weight across the US
 Determines a link between low birth weight and road dust,
mobile sources, and oil combustion PM2.5 sources
 Extends the use of iF to multimedia pollutants with
multiple exposure pathways
 Finds that iF calculations provide insight into the
multimedia model algorithms and help identify unusual
patterns of exposure and questionable exposure model
results.
 Demonstrates NO2 is a more robust indicator of traffic
than PM2.5 based on correlations with organic traffic

Study

Exposure Metric Type

Key Features

Risk-based



Callen et al. (2013)

Source Apportionment





Chen et al. (2013)

Risk-based



Cairncross et al. (2007)


Cooper et al. (2013)

Risk-based




Duvall et al. (2008)

Source Apportionment




Evans et. al. (2000)

Intake Fraction




Fann et al. (2013)

Source Apportionment




Grahame and Hidy (2004)

Marker Species



species
Constructs AQHI-type air pollution index from WHO
relative risk values for PM, SO2, O3, NO2, and CO, using
the O3 risk value as a benchmark
Applies index to Cape Town, South Africa
Compares results of two receptor models (UNMIX, PMF)
Observes consistency among major sources identified by
both receptor models
Constructs AQHI-type index with PM10 or PM2.5 and NO2
for Shanghai and evaluates the association between the
index and daily mortality and morbidity
AQHI-type index has stronger associations with health
outcomes than existing Shanghai air pollution index
Constructs index using satellite data for PM2.5 and NO2,
scaled to WHO air quality guidelines
Demonstrates potential for global-scale application of
multipollutant indicators
Evaluates association between toxicological endpoints and
single pollutant markers and source apportionment results
(CMB)
Identifies association between adverse toxicological
endpoints and secondary sulfate and coal combustion
sources
Examines the impact of perchloroethylene emissions from
dry cleaners in the United States
For many compounds, like perchloroethylene, the
uncertainty inherent in the estimation of cancer potency or
source emissions would dominate these small errors
Uses photochemical model (CAMx) to quantify PM2.5 and
O3 sources in the US during 2005 and the future
Draws association between sources and morbidity during
the two time periods
Demonstrates that source identification using single
pollutant marker species may be confounded due to the

Study
Greco et al. (2007)

Exposure Metric Type
Intake Fraction

Key Features



Gu et al. (2012)

Temporal Clustering



Hopke et al. (2006)

Source Apportionment




Ito et al. (2006)

Source Apportionment




Kyrkillis et al. (2007)

Risk-based




Laden et al. (2000)

Source Apportionment




Lanki et al. (2006)

Source Apportionment




fact that marker species are emitted by several sources
Characterizes the relationship between mobile source
emissions and subsequent PM2.5 exposure
Long-range dispersion models with coarse geographic
resolution are appropriate for risk assessments of
secondary PM2.5 or primary PM2.5 emitted from mobile
sources in rural areas, but more resolved dispersion
models are needed for primary PM2.5 in urban areas
Uses 96 variables describing physical and chemical
properties of air pollution to successfully cluster sampling
days in an urban area
Compares results of PM2.5 source apportionment across
different techniques (PCA, PMF, UNMIX, Multiple
Linear Regressions) operated by different investigators
Observes general consistency in sources indentified and
mass resolved among different models and investigators,
with the exception of traffic and vegetative burning
sources
Compares a variety of source apportionment methods
(UNMIX, FA, PMF, PCA) operated by different
researchers in a health study
Observes less variance across different source
apportionment methods/investigators than across different
source types
Developed aggregate index for PM10, NO2, O3, CO, and
SO2 using a power sum with exponent 2.5
Applied index to Athens, Greece and compared to singlepollutant index
Uses FA to identify sources of PM2.5 for health study
Conducts FA results and health comparison in 6 different
cities
Uses PCA and multiple linear regression techniques to
identify sources of PM2.5 in urban area in a health study
Compares health effect estimates based on single pollutant

Study
Lee et al. (2009)

Exposure Metric Type
Source Apportionment

Key Features



Levy et al. (2003)

Intake Fraction




Levy et al. (2014)

Marker Species




Lobscheid et al. (2012)

Intake Fraction





Maciejczyk et al. (2010)

Source Apportionment




Mar et al. (2006)

Source Apportionment




and multipollutant metrics
Develops ensemble-trained source apportionment
technique that combines receptor-based and chemicaltransport models
Demonstrates reduced day-to-day variability and fewer
zero-impact days in ensemble-trained results compared to
other source apportionment techniques
Applies CALPUFF, a regional-scale dispersion model, to
seven power plants to estimate emission-weighted
average intake fractions of PM2.5, ammonium sulfate from
SO2, and ammonium nitrate from NOX
Compares findings with those from a frequently applied
source-receptor (S-R) matrix.
Compares mobile measurements of NO2 to different
particulate and gaseous traffic-related pollutants
Finds nitrogen oxide species, including NO2, to be a good
marker of traffic based on high spatial correlation among
measured traffic species
Calculates the intake fraction of conserved pollutants
emitted from on-road mobile sources utilizing AERMOD
for the conterminous United States
Population-weighted mean
Finds intake fractions for populous urban counties are
about two orders of magnitude greater than for sparsely
populated rural counties with 75% of the intake occuring
in the same county as emissions.
Uses FA to identify major sources of PM2.5 in urban area
in toxicological study
Observes a strong association between metals and cellular
oxidant generation
Compares source apportionment results from different
receptor models (PCA, FA, PMF, UNMIX) and
investigators in a health study
Observes less variation across different methods than

Study
Marmur et al. (2006)

Exposure Metric Type
Source Apportionment

Key Features



Marshall et al. (2005)

Intake Fraction




Marshall et al. (2006)

Intake Fraction




Marshall and Nazaroff
(2007)

Intake Fraction




Meng et al. (2013)

Chemical Property




Ostro et al. (2011)

Source Apportionment

Ozkaynak and Thurston
(1987)

Source Apportionment

across sources
Compares source apportionment results from receptorbased and chemical-transport models
Demonstrates receptor models have better temporal
representativeness while chemical-transport models have
more spatial representativeness
Uses three methods to estimate intake fractions for vehicle
emissions in urban areas
Intake fraction varies among locations, based on factors
such as meteorology, linear population density, and the
spatial distribution of emissions
Computes distributional characteristics of the inhalation
intake of five pollutants for a group of ~ 25,000 people
living in California’s South Coast Air Basin
Accounting for microenvironmental adjustment factors,
population mobility and temporal correlations between
pollutant concentrations and breathing rates affects the
estimated inhalation intake by 40% on average
Illustrates the use of a simple model, the one-compartment
box model, to estimate intake fraction values and compare
values among sources
Provides several examples of how one might compare
intake fraction values for two sources and then use this
information to prioritize emission reductions.
Develops new approach to associate physicochemical
properties of metal pollutants with biological endpoints
Demonstrates association between health effects and
solubility, ion size, oxidation potential

 Uses PMF to determine major PM2.5 and PM10 sources in
urban period in a epidemiologic study
 Identifies a link between traffic, sulfate, and construction
dust and adverse health effects
 Uses source apportionment to determine major sources of
PM2.5 in a health study

Study

Exposure Metric Type

Pachon et al. (2012)

Emission-based & Healthoutcome based

Park et al. (2013)

Source Apportionment

Penttinen et al. (2006)

Source Apportionment

Plaia et al. (2013)

Risk-based

Ruggieri and Plaia (2012)

Risk-based

Sarnat et al. (2008)

Source Apportionment &
Marker Species

Key Features
 Observes a stronger link between mortality and industrial
and coal combustion compared to crustal particles
 Develops emission-based & health-based traffic indicators
in an urban area for use in an epidemiologic analysis
 Suggests that multipollutant, emission-based and healthbased metrics may be more spatially representative of
urban traffic impacts than single-pollutant metrics
 Compares PM2.5 source apportionment results based on a
receptor model (CMB) and a chemical-transport model
(CMAQ)
 Observes significant temporal variability in CMB, while
much less temporal variations in CMAQ results
 Uses PCA and multiple linear regressions to identify
PM2.5 sources associated with adverse health outcomes
 Determines combustion sources are largely linked to
negative respiratory outcomes
 Develops multi-site, multipollutant index for PM10, NO2,
CO, and SO2 by aggregating pollutant concentrations
across sites using PCA, then aggregating across pollutants
using a power sum with exponent 2
 Using simulated data, shows that method is sensitive to
highly variable pollutants, particularly those at low
concentrations
 Develops power-sum index with exponent 2 for PM10,
NO2, O3, CO, and SO2 and a variability index to account
for situations when one pollutant is much higher than the
others
 Combines air quality and variability indexes to clarify
whether high power-sum index values are due to one or
multiple pollutants
 Compares PM2.5 source exposure estimated by CMB
PMF, and marker species in a epidemiologic analysis
 Finds consistent results across effect estimates regardless
of technique used to estimate PM2.5 source impacts (PMF,

Study

Exposure Metric Type

Key Features
CMB, markers)

Seagrave et al. (2006)

Source Apportionment

Sicard et al. (2011)

Risk-based

Sicard et al. (2012)

Risk-based

Stieb et al. (2005)

Risk-based

Stieb et al. (2008)

Risk-baseed

Suh et al. (2011)

Chemical Property

Swamee and Tyagi (1999)

Risk-based

 Uses CMB to apportion PM2.5 mass from multiple
Southeastern US sites in a toxicological study
 Observes a link between sites with contributions from
vehicles and industrial sources and toxicity
 Develops an AQHI-type index for PM2.5, PM10, SO2, NO2,
and O3 using French hospital admissions data, with PM10
as a benchmark
 Combines index with chemistry-transport model to map
index values over southeastern France
 Develops AQHI-type index for PM2.5, PM10, SO2, NO2,
and O3
 Used WHO risk estimates for applying the index to
Greece and the Netherlands; used French risk estimates
for applying the index to southeastern France
 Develops AQHI by weighting pollutant concentrations by
epidemiologic effect estimate, summing across pollutants,
and scaling to an arbitrary scale of 1-10
 Uses mortality effect estimates from a multi-city Canadian
study for CO, NO2, O3, SO2, and PM2.5
 Conducts sensitivity analyses on pollutants included in
AQHI and appropriateness of using multicity effect
estimates
 NO2, O3, and PM2.5 main drivers of index values; multicity
formulation in good agreement with single-city effect
estimates
 Develops a new approach to link chemical properties of
air pollution to adverse health outcomes
 Observes an association between adverse health effects
and alkanes, transition metals, aromatics, and oxides
 Analyzes methods of summing weighted pollutant
concentrations to generate a multipollutant index
 Suggests a power-sum method with exponent 2.5 as an

Study

Thurston et al. (2005)

Exposure Metric Type

Source Apportionment

Key Features




To et al. (2013)

Risk-based




Viana et al. (2008)

Source Apportionment




Vinken et al. (2013)

Mode of Action



Wong et al. (2013)

Risk-based




Xie et al. (2013a)

Source Apportionment




Xie et al. (2013b)

Source Apportionment




intermediate approach to avoid either overstating the risk
from low levels of several pollutants or understating the
risk from high to moderate pollutant levels
Compares PM2.5 source apportioned mass across different
methods (PCA, PMF, CMB, UNMIX) and investigators in
a health study
Demonstrates general result consistency (identified
sources and resolved mass) among different methods and
investigators, with the exception of traffic and vegetative
burning impacts
Evaluates association between AQHI and asthma
morbidity in Ontario
Observes consistent associations between AQHI and
asthma hospitalizations, despite AQHI being developed
from mortality studies
Compares PM10 source apportioned mass across different
methods (PCA, PMF, CMB)
Finds consistent results in source identification, but less
consistency across resolved mass among similar sources
Discusses the utility of adverse outcome pathway (or
mode of action) based metrics in toxicology studies to
inform human risk assessments
Develops AQHI-type index for SO2, NO2, O3, and PM10
scaled by WHO air quality guidelines
Uses relative risks for respiratory and cardiovascular
hospitalizations in Hong Kong
Compares PM2.5 source apportionment results from
different sites across an urban area
Demonstrates a degree of difference among source
apportionment results across an urban area
Compares PM2.5 source apportionment results by PMF
using different speciation datasets
Demonstrates that the number of species used in PMF can
effect the number of resolved sources and mass in source

Study

Exposure Metric Type

Key Features
categories

Zhang et al. (2008)

Source Apportionment

PCA= Principal Component Analysis
FA = Factor Analysis
PMF = Positive Matrix Factorization
CMB = Chemical Mass Balance
CMAQ = Community Multiscale Air Quality
CAMx = Comprehensive Air Quality Model with Extensions
ROS = Reactive Oxygen Species
AQHI = Air Quality Health Index
WHO = World Health Organization

 Evaluates the link between PMF source apportioned PM2.5
and ROS generation
 Determines iron, soluble organic, and dust factors are
related to ROS generation

